Made to measure curtains

Made To Measure Window Curtains

Find the perfect fabric for your windows
All our fabric collections are selected from the finest quality
fabric ranges. All curtains are lined with ivory coloured poly
cotton sateen to help protect them from fading, provide
better insulation and give a quality feel'. Blackout lining can
also be specified. All curtains are made with 100% fullness
to give the curtains and valance a luxurious appearance.

Curtains and valances are supplied with a 75 mm deep multi pocket pencil pleat heading tape
which is gathered to give a decorative effect. Pinch Pleat and Eyelet headings are available as
alternatives.

Design Ideas
From comfort and convenience to aesthetics and durability, every aspect of what you
expect from a window dressing should be well considered before you purchase.

When selecting window coverings, start by determining your
functional needs, followed by your decorative needs.
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Lining
Wherever possible you should choose lined curtains as the lining will protect your curtains
from fading in sunlight.
If the curtains are for a bedroom then consider blackout lining to stop the morning sun
acting as an unwelcome alarm clock.

If your window is north facing, frequently exposed to
inclement weather or is near a road or other noisy area then
consider interlining. Interlining is a soft, hollow fibre material
that is placed between the curtain fabric and the lining
material. The addition of interlining not only adds body,
fullness and softness to the curtains but also dampens out
unwanted noise and acts as very good insulation.

Colour
Colour is the most difficult choice for customers and the most difficult area for us to
help with as it is such a person choice. Some ideas to consider:
You do not have to match your wall colour:
Your curtain fabric only need to coordinate with your decor - not be an exact colour
match.
Neutral and Lighter colours tend to be more versatile:
Lighter colours blend with other colours more easily and fit with a broader range of
colour schemes.
Lighter colours for openness, freshness, and smaller spaces:
Lighter colours work well to make spaces seem more open, fresh, and spacious.
Darker colours for more drama or intimate spaces:
Darker colours tend to feel more cosy and deep rich colours add drama especially
against lighter wall colours.
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Heading
For a traditional look choose standard pinch pleat heading. This is the same as you'll
see on the vast majority of curtains.

If you're looking for something a little more formal then
choose pencil pleat for a more distinctive look.
Choose eyelet heading for a more contemporary, casual
feel

Puddling

Puddling refers to an amount of extra fabric
length that is spilled or “puddled” onto the floor.
Puddling adds opulence and style to your
curtains.
It is said that Puddling originated as a means
for the rich to show off their wealth. In the days
when fabrics were rare and expensive
commodities only the wealthy could afford them and only the wealthiest could afford
extra material to just lay on the floor!
Generally we only recommend Puddling for decorative panels. If your panels are
going to be opened and closed regularly Puddling is not recommended as the bottom
of the curtains will get dirty very quickly.
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Different Curtain Tops

Pinch Pleat

Standard 12.5 cm heading. This is
another classic heading that can give a
more formed look that pencil pleat. The
arrangement of three pleats pinched
together into one fan-loke flute with a
smooth flat spacing between, creates
elegant folds in a curtain that hangs very
well. This heading is tailored to fit the
width of your track or pole fairly closely (although we allow a little extra width for
ease and spring back) so careful measuring is important. The fullness on a pinch
pleat is calculated on 2.5 times the track width to give a fairly full curtain.

Pencil Pleat

Pencil Pleat. In standard 10 cm
heading. Pencil Pleat is a tap
heading, that when gathered up gives
a row of fluted pleats. It is a classic
versatile heading that is suitable for
most types of room. When we send this out it goes flat ( ungathered ) to
minimize creasing during its journey to you, and you then gather it to the
required size. For the technically minded, he fullness of this curtain is
calculated at 2.5 times the track width to give a fairly full curtain
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Eyelet

Eyelets. Available in either 2 cm or 4 cm eyelet
size.
This refers to the diameter of the hole in the
eyelet ring. Colours available are black, gold or
satirised (slightly matt) silver.
This is a clean, elegant and contemporary look,
to be used with a metal pole.

Tab Top

Tab Top. Popular in recent years, this is a
less formal look and is to be used with
curtain poles rather than tracks. The width
of each tab is approximately 6 cm. This
means that on wide poles, where there will
be quite a few tabs on the curtain, the
amount of space the curtain will take up
when pulled open (this is known as ' stack
back' will be quite a lot - something to consider if you are after maximum light. The
fullness on these curtains is calculated on 1.5 times the pole width, giving a curtain
of moderate fullness. If you are thinking of ordering and are concerned about stack
back, you can always contact us, giving us your pole width, and we can tell you
the approximate stack back in your case.
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Valances

·

Hard or Soft. A hard pelmet is fabric faced onto a flat semi-rigid buckram backing.
A soft pelmet, also called a valance, is pleated like a curtain.

·

Height of Pelmet: Typically about 35 cm.
Width of Pelmet: Should but the width of the track plus an allowance for the
returns on either side of the window. (See measuring guide).

Tiebacks
Crescent shaped tiebacks are a popular choice, attach the tieback to the wall with a
hook or clasp or if you are using metal poles you can use a matching tieback hook.

Interlining
Optionally choose to have your curtain or blind interlined. This makes for greater
warmth, light blocking and makes for a softer, cosier look.
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How to measure for curtains
To avoid mistakes, your curtain pole or track should be in place already. If you make
calculations without a pole or track, you are more likely to get incorrect
measurements.
We advise you use a metal tape measure for accuracy. Measurements should be in
cm to the nearest 1/2 cm. Please double-check your measurements.
Curtains are best hung either to the floor, sill or below the sill. We recommend that
curtains finish either:
a. 1 cm above the floor
b. 15 – 20 cm below the sill (or 2 cm above the radiator)
c. 1 cm above the sill

1. Measure Width
If you have a pole, measure the distance between the finials (the decorative baubles
at the end of a pole).
Always measure the curtain track or pole width, not the window.
If fitting a new track or pole it should extend 15 cm to 30 cm either side of the
window
(to allow the curtains to be stacked at the side of the window) and 12 cm to 15 cm
above the window recess.
If you have a track, measure the total length of the track.

Measure from end to end A
If you have a rail with a centre overlap, measure the rail as above then measure the
overlap and add the two measurements together.
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A + B = Total track width

Curtain poles
Measure between the decorative ends-C

2. Measuring Curtain Drop
Before you start, you have to decide where you want your curtains to finish. For
floor-length curtains, we suggest curtains 15 cm longer than floor-length. If your
floors are uneven, make sure you measure each side of the window and choose the
longest measurement. For sill length curtains, we suggest either 15 cm below the sill
or 1-2 cm above it.

Measuring Drop for Tab Top and Eyelet

For tab top or eyelet curtains, measure the drop from the top of your pole to where
you want your curtain to finish.
(Please note: tab top and eyelet headed curtains cannot be fitted to a track.)
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Measuring Curtain Drop For Pleated Headings (all except Tab Top &
Eyelet)
The total drop for pleated headings is measured in 2 parts – the eye drop and the
heading height.

Part 1. Eye Drop
This is the distance from the eye (where the curtain hook attaches) to where you
want your curtain to finish.

Part 2. Heading Height
The heading height is the distance from the eye to where you want the top of your
curtain to be.
For tracks, we suggest a heading height just above the top of your track so that it is
not visible above the top of the curtain.
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For poles, we suggest a heading height from 2 cm above the eye to just above your
curtain pole according to your own taste. Curtains will hang best with a smaller
heading height.

Valances

Please measure the valance rail width (not the curtain track width). This is normally
30 cm wider than the curtain rail it is fitted to, due to the returns on either end.

Valance rail width = A + B + C
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Fitting instructions
Pinch Pleat and Pencil Pleat
The method for hanging pinch pleat curtains depends on what you are hanging the
curtains from:
a. Curtain Poles If you are hanging your curtains
on a curtain pole then you need to place the hooks with the top of the hook at the top
of the pleat and then hooked to the curtain ring. Placing the hook further down the
heading will obscure the pole.

b. Curtain Tracks
If you are hanging your curtains on a track then you need to hide the track from view
so the hooks need to be placed further down the heading. The top of the curtain
should be either level of very slightly above the top of the curtain track.

Additional Instructions for Hanging Pencil Pleat Curtains
Firstly you must tie the cords at each end of the heading tape. This will stop you from
accidentally pulling them out. Once you have done this you can start to gather the
curtains. Gather the curtains one section at a time until the curtain is gathered to the
required width.
Once you are happy with the width and have ensured an even pleat you can tie off
any loose cord. Make sure that you don't make the knot too tight because you may
want to undo it later for cleaning purposes. You are now ready to proceed as above.

Eyelet Curtains
Eyelet curtains have to be fitted to a pole. You don't need any hooks you simply
thread your pole through each eyelet as shown on figure 1, leaving 1 eyelet from
each end wide of the brackets so that the curtains do not glide straight into the
middle when closed.
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Installing a curtain pole
The pole should be positioned about 4-6 inches
above the window frame and if there is space either
side of the window, then the pole should extend
beyond the edge of the window frame to allow the curtains to be pulled back away
from the window.
Mark where the brackets should go in a soft pencil and then install the brackets
according to the manufacturer's instructions. This usually involves drilling holes for
screws. Fix one of the brackets and, attach the curtain pole and then fix the other
bracket. Put one curtain ring on each end of the pole outside the bracket before
attaching the curtain finials. This is to prevent any chance of the outside edge of the
curtain being pulled across the window area.
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